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ABSTRACT: Forty one basic events leading to the coal mine gas explosion accident are identified by means of FTA
(Fault Tree Analysis). On the basis, 81 minimal cut sets and 5 minimal path sets are obtained in the occurrence of gas
explosion accident within coal mine through boolean algebra method. By calculation of minimal cut sets and minimal
path sets, the structure importance of each basic event is determined, and thus clearing the degree of risk (safety) of
accidents, and mastering the combination relation and important degree of every basic reason events resulting in the
gas explosion accident; measures for the prevention and control of gas explosion accidents are proposed.
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The gas explosion accident is one of the most serious disasters in the coal mine production[1-3].To occur gas explosion
accidents, three conditions must be satisfied simultaneously: first, the gas concentration reaches the explosion limits
of 5% to 16%; second, the oxygen concentration is not less than 12%; third, detonated fire source with sufficient
energy exists[i].With the increase of mining depth in mine and high-intensity mechanized mining in recent years, the
threat of natural disasters is more serious. The causes of forming gas accumulation and detonated fire source of
explosion are complex and diverse under the complex mining conditions within coal, which makes it difficult to
specific accident analysis. In this paper, the fault tree analysis method can be used to analyze coal mine gas explosion
accident qualitatively, and to determine the influence degree of each event to the accident, and then corresponding
control measures are proposed.

FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

Being a deductive reasoning method, fault tree analysis (FTA) represents the logical relationship between certain
accidents the system may occur and the various causes resulting in the accidents using a kind of arborescence called
fault tree, identifies the main reason for the accident through the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the fault tree,
and provides a reliable basis for the determination of safety countermeasures so as to achieve the goal of predicting
and preventing accidents from occurring.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF FAULT TREE

On the basis of the sufficient study of the occurrence mechanism of coal mine gas explosion accidents, identify all
factors causing gas explosion within coal mine combined with the Delphi method. Table 1 can be obtained after the
analysis of relationship between various factors. Then establish the fault tree of coal mine gas explosion accidents
applying the fault tree construction method. Choose coal mine gas explosion as the fault tree’s top event, which is
represented with T0. The occurrence condition of the top event is the coexistence of fire source, the accumulation
concentration of gas reaches explosion limits and oxygen, the relationship of which three is "and". Continue to
identify direct factors causing the middle events. For example, the direct factors resulting in "the accumulation
concentration of gas reaches explosion limits" include "the accumulation of gas"," gas monitoring failure” and so on,
the relationship between which is "and", namely only when these factors coexisting can upper event occur. Continue
to break down until the bottom events Xi, which does not need to analyze any more. The finished fault tree analysis
diagram of coal mine gas explosion is shown in Figure 1.

Table 1. The basic events table of coal mine gas explosion accident.

Number Name of event Number Name of event Number Name of event

TO Gas explosion accidents X6 Fans mechanical failure, X24 Missed and false
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electrical fault inspection of gas inspector

M1
Accumulation of gas
reaches the explosion
limits

X7 Local fans freely starting
or stopping X25 Gas alarm and power off

function failure

M2 detonated fire source X8
Sharing of intake airflow
roadway and return
airway

X26 Friction and impact sparks

M3 Open flames X9 Series ventilation X27 Electrostatic sparks

M4 Gas emission rate
increases X10 Small ventilation cross

section X28 Coal spontaneous
combustion

M5 Blasting flames X11 Changes of ground
atmospheric pressure X29 Adobe blasting

M6 Gas monitoring failure X12
Gas emission quantity
increases in case of
geological formations

X30 Inadequate resistance wire

M7 Electrical sparks X13 Gas emits suddenly due
to goaf roof falling X31 Blasters out of explosion

M8 Deficiency of air flow
over coal face X14 Deficiency of coal face

ventilation capacity X32 Explosive unqualified

M9 Gas accumulation X15 serious air leakage in
ventilation pipes X33 Electric detonator

unqualified

M10 Local fans stop X16 Disjoint of ventilation
pipes X34 Inadequate sealing clay

M11 Gas Emissions do not
follow the regulations. X17

The ventilation pipes in
heading face exceeding
the distance

X35 Downhole smoking

M12 Ventilation systems are
unreasonable X18 Local fans circulate air X36 Downhole electric and gas

welding

X1 Oxygen X19 Air door open, air flow
short circuit X37

Non-explosion-proof cars’

high temperature Exhaust

X2
The ventilation system is
not adjusted in time after
transfixion.

X20 Closed damage, air flow
short circuit X38 Cable damage

X3 Gas accumulation in roof
fall area X21 Disposable centralized

gas emissions X39 Electrical Equipment out
of explosion

X4 Gas accumulation in goaf
or blind roadway X22 Gas emission not in time X40 Charged overhaul

X5 Power cut of electric
network X23 Gas monitoring system

failure X41 Non-explosion-proof cars
use Electric motors
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Figure 1. The fault tree of coal mine gas explosion.

FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

Fault tree simplification

To analyze the fault tree of coal mine gas explosion coal qualitatively and quantitatively, Boolean algebra is needed to
express the tree, expanding top-down. The fault tree can be simplified by means of Boolean algebra and the main
algorithms.

Minimal cut sets analysis

The set of basic events causing the top event to occur is called cut sets, which are generally more than one in a fault
tree. The set of the minimum basic events causing the top event to occur is called minimal cut sets. Each of minimal
cut sets is a possible approach resulting in the top event, so the more minimal cut sets, the more dangerous the system.

Create the Boolean expression of fault tree and simplify it to the simplest standard form, then the minimal cut sets are
obtained.

The number of fault tree minimal cut sets obtained using Boolean algebra is a total of 81 groups according to Figure 1,
as follows:

P1=(X4 X34 X1 X21 X23);P2=(X7 X35 X1 X21 X23);P3=(X7 X38 X1 X21 X23);

P4=(X7 X26 X1 X21 X23);……;P80=(X7 X31 X1 X21 X24);P81=(X7 X34 X1 X21 X24)

The results suggest that there are 81 approaches to the top event in the gas explosion fault tree. The basic events of
any one minimal cut set Pi occur simultaneously would cause gas explosion within coal mine. The occurrence of gas
explosion within coal mine has great possibility. The fault tree analysis shows that gas monitoring system failure, gas
accumulation, oxygen and detonated fire source are all important risk factors causing coal mine gas explosion.

Minimal path sets analysis

To keep the gas explosion accident from occurring, it is not enough to identify only those events causing the accident.
Those events if they do not occur gas explosion accidents will not occur need to be find out. The solution is to identify
the minimal path sets, which are the set of minimum basic events ensuring that the top event does not occur. The
process of solving the minimal path sets is to transform the fault tree into success tree first, and then obtain the
minimal path sets by Boolean algebra. The results are as follows:

K1=(X5 X8 X14 X11 X2 X3 X4 X9 X10 X15 X16 X17 X18 X19 X20 X12 X13 X6 X7);

K2=(X29 X35 X38 X26 X27 X28 X36 X37 X39 X40 X41 X30 X31 X32 X33 X34);

K3=(X1);K4=(X21 X22);K5=(X23 X24 X25);
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The result of minimal path sets analysis shows that there are five groups of minimal path sets. The minimal path sets
are representation of the system’s safety. Any one basic event of the minimal path set does not occur, the coal mine
gas explosion would not take place. Therefore, a direct method to prevent coal mine gas explosion is to prevent these
basic events from occurring simultaneously.

Structure importance analysis

The structural importance analysis is to analyze the important degree of each basic event from the fault tree’s structure.
It analyzes the influence degree of each basic event’s occurrence on the occurrence of top event in the case of the
occurrence probability of each basic event is not consider. This is a kind of qualitative important degree analysis. The
structure importance analysis is particularly important in the case of qualitative analysis phase that most fault tree
analysis stays in at present. Through analysis we can find out which basic events are more important, and as long as
these events are controlled, the possibility of the top event will be greatly reduced, thus reducing the probability of the
accident’s occurrence.

The structure importance coefficient of each basic event can be obtained using the structure important coefficient
method:

Iφ(1)= 21(219-1)(216-1) /240 =721542119445/240

Iφ(2)= 21(216-1) /240 =1376235/240

Iφ(3)= 21(216-1) /240=1376235/240

Iφ(4)= 21(216-1) /240=1376235/240

……

According to the size of the coefficient, the structure importance sequence of each basic event arranges as follows:

I(1)>I(21)=I(22)>I(23)=I(24)=I(25)>I(26)=I(27)=I(28)=I(29)=I(30)=I(31)=I(32)=I(33)=I(34)=I(35)=I(36)=I(37)=I(38)
=I(39)=I(40)=I(41)>I(2)=I(3)=I(4)=I(5)=I(6)=I(7)=I(8)=I(9)=I(10)=I(11)=I(12)=I(13)=I(14)=I(15)=I(16)=I(17)=I(18)
=I(19)=I(20)

It can be seen from the analytical results that the basic events in the front of the permutation are more important, while
those at the back is relatively unimportant. Managers should abide by the 80:20 Rules in the allocation and
management of resources. For example, basic event X1 ranks first in the permutation, the structural importance of
which is the maximum, but oxygen is naturally satisfied under normal conditions, and coal miners can not work in the
absence of oxygen, so this condition is beyond the control. Secondly, the structure importance of the basic events X21
and X22 is larger, which indicates that "accumulation of gas reaches the explosion limits " can be avoided by
controlling "Disposable centralized gas emissions" and " gas emission not in time" events to prevent their occurrence,
then gas explosion accidents will not be caused. Then X23, X24 and X25 are the more important events, "gas
monitoring system failure" can be avoided when accumulation of gas is to reach the explosion limits, ensuring that the
gas monitoring system is intact, and managers are reminded in time to take effective measures when gas exceeding the
limits if these three events are well controlled. And so forth, the posterior events can be analyzed in the same way.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Seen from the structure of the fault tree, there are 41 basic events resulting in the gas explosion accident. These
events combine with each other to cause the accident; all these combinations of basic events have to be prevented in
order to put an end to the accidents fundamentally. However, these events covers a very wide range, it is difficult to
control overall, therefore, the logical relationships between events must be analyzed to provide a reliable basis for
determining safety countermeasures.

(2) From the view of the number of groups of the minimal cut sets and minimal path sets, there are 81 groups of
minimal cut sets and five groups of minimal path sets. Namely there are 81 conditions that top event may occur and
five preventive measures. The number of basic events that the minimal cut sets involve is much larger than which the
minimal path sets involve, so the gas explosion accident occurs easily and is difficult to control.
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(3) The structure importance analysis shows that the structure importance of basic events X1, X21 and X22 is larger,
oxygen is naturally satisfied under normal conditions, and therefore, the most effective way of preventing coal mine
gas explosion is to control the mine gas concentration not to reach the explosion limits.
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